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Boss60 custom workstation fit-out
with mid-ducted power & data

BOSS60
The Boss60 is South Australia’s
economical screen solution. An in
stock, modular 60mm thick screen
system designed to accommodate
power and data through
accessible cavities in the ducted
models.
Each Boss60 ducted screen offers
the option to run your power out of
sight below the desk at floor level,
or accessible above the desk.

Did
you know?

Stocked, standard in a crisp white
powder-coat frame with
contrasting charcoal fabric, this
system is boxed and ready to
deliver.

We stock our partitions
at Mile End for quick
delivery and install.

Boss60 workstation fit-out
with mid-ducted power & data

Boss60 desk partition fit-out
with base ducting

Did
you know?
Boss60 Freestanding Screens
900W x 1800H
Available with castors or
height adjustable glides

We have freestanding
screen options at
1800mm high.
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BOSS60 WORKSTATION LAYOUT OPTIONS
Workstations are L shape work surfaces with a corner radius. This option is for workers requiring a larger surface area, where
the user faces the corner for optimum use of the available space.

L

X-Shape Workstation Pod

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H

One person work
station

Two person work
cluster

Four person work
cluster

3000/3600

Powered option

Powered option

H

C-Shape Workstation Cluster

Non-powered
option

Non-powered
option

H-Shape Workstation Cluster

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H
750W x 1350H

Two person
workstation

Powered option
1500/1800

1500/1800

1500/1800

Non-powered
option

Did
you know?
We can locally custom
upholster and re-size
any of our Boss
screens.

Four person work
cluster

3000/3600

Powered option
1500/1800

Non-powered
option

Powered option
1500/1800

3000/3600

3000/3600

X

T-Shape Workstation Pod

Dimension/panel

3000/3600

1500/1800

C

T

L-Shape Workstation Pod

Non-powered
option

BOSS60 STRAIGHT DESK LAYOUT
Straight desk layouts are popular where floor space is limited. More staff can fit per square metre with straight desks than
alternatives. With a rise in digital, cloud based work and less paperwork, this option has become more desirable over time.

I

T

I-Shape Desk Pod

X

T-Shape Desk Pod

X-Shape Desk Pod

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H
750W x 1350H

1500W x 1350H
1800W x 1350H
750W x 1350H

One person work
station

Three person
work cluster

Four person work
cluster
1500/1800

1500/1800

Powered option

1500/1800

Powered option

Powered option

Non-powered
option

Non-powered
option

750

1500

750

1500

Non-powered
option

3000/3600

BOSS60 INDIVIDUAL SCREEN DIMENSIONS
900

1800

1500

1800

750

1350

1800

1500

1350Hx1500W
Ducted for power/data

1350Hx1800W
Ducted for power/data

1350Hx1500W
Non Ducted

1350Hx1800W
Non Ducted

1350Hx750W
Non Ducted

1800Hx900W
Non Ducted
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BOSS30
The Boss30 is an in-stock, pinnable
30mm slimline screen system with a
sleek low profile to create a clean
open plan to work spaces.
As a contemporary partition
solution the Boss30 range can be
applied in various configurations to
suit any floor plan.
Cable baskets and retro-fit in desk
power/data solutions are utilized to
neatly organize power and data.
Select from the in-stock charcoal
fabric or customize your fabric
selection with our team of furniture
specialists.

I-Shape desk pod

Runner under desk power/data cable baskets

Did
you know?
We can locally custom
upholster and re-size
any of our Boss
screens.

Pixel indesk power/data

I Shape desk pod

Pulse above desk power rail
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BOSS30 WORKSTATION LAYOUT OPTIONS
Workstations are L shape work surfaces with a corner radius. This option is for workers requiring a larger surface area, where
the user faces the corner for optimum use of the available space.

L

X-Shape Workstation Pod

Dimension/panel

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

Two person work
cluster

Four person work
cluster

3000/3600

Non-powered
option

Non-powered
option

H-Shape Workstation Cluster

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500/1800

1500/1800

1500/1800

H

C-Shape Workstation Cluster

3000/3600

Dimension/panel

Non-powered
option

Did
you know?
We stock our partitions
at Mile End for quick
delivery and install.

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

3000/3600

Non-powered
option

Four person work
cluster
1500/1800

1500/1800

3000/3600

Two person
workstation

3000/3600

X

T-Shape Workstation Pod

Dimension/panel

One person work
station

1500/1800

C

T

L-Shape Workstation Pod

Non-powered
option

BOSS30 STRAIGHT DESK LAYOUT
Straight desk layouts are popular where floor space is limited. More staff can fit per square metre with straight desks than
alternatives. With a rise in digital, cloud based work and less paperwork, this option has become more desirable over time.

I

T

I-Shape Desk Pod

1500/1800

X

T-Shape Desk Pod

X-Shape Desk Pod

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

Dimension/panel

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

1500W x 350H
1800W x 350H

Non-powered
option

1500/1800

Three person
work cluster

1500/1800
1500/1800

One or two
person work
station

Four person work
cluster

3000/3600

Non-powered
option

Non-powered
option

BOSS30 INDIVIDUAL SCREEN PANEL DIMENSIONS

Did
you know?

1800

1800
900

1500

350

Our screens are the
best price in South
Australia!

1500

1350Hx1500W
Non Ducted

1350Hx1800W
Non Ducted

1350Hx750W
Non Ducted

1800Hx900W
Non Ducted
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BOSS ACCESSORIES
Workstations are L shape work surfaces with a corner radius. This option is for workers requiring a larger surface area, where
the user faces the corner for optimum use of the available space.

Boss Document
Divider

Boss Partition
Paper Tray

Boss Flat
Document Tray

Boss Pencil/Pen
Holder

Boss Telephone
Tray

Accessory Rail 1500 or 1800W

BOSS POWER & DATA ACCESSORIES
Workstations are L shape work surfaces with a corner radius. This option is for workers requiring a larger surface area, where
BOSS IN-SCREEN & UNDER DESK POWER SOLUTIONS
the user faces the corner for optimum use of the available space.
BOSS IN-SCREEN & UNDER DESK POWER SOLUTIONS

BOSS IN-DESK POWER SOLUTIONS

Quikfit Quad Rotated Power
QIKFIT is stylish slim and sleek which has been
designed to complement everywhere from
the basic office fit-out to the modern office
environment. This useful power board has the
left and right outlets at a 90 degree angle for
differing size and shape power sockets.

Pivot in-desk
An ultra-compact in-surface power, TUF
charger, data and AV unit with press and full
soft-eject mechanism. Auto-opening module
with a sleek design and robust high quality
feel.

Quikfit quad rotated power
A dual data socket at a 45 degree angle.
The angled outlets allow for easier and more
accessible data installation .

Pixel
Pixel unit has been designed to meet
demand for a small and aesthetically
pleasing power and data unit to fit neatly
into a wide range of furniture.

Pathway Cable Baskets
This cable basket has innovative features
such as the ability to snap brackets together
to double stack PATHWAY sections, greatly
assisting in power and data cable
segregation.

Runner Cable Trays
The Runner cable tray series manages all of
the cables, power and data in one tidy and
discrete location, maximising desk space
and eliminating the problem of messy and
unsightly cables under the desk.

Did
you know?
We source power and
data solutions for
many different
applications.

Beacon
Beacon has now evolved into a new
versatile and stylish desktop unit. BEACON fits
neatly into an 80mm grommet hole allowing
cables to exit through the desk or from the
rear.

PolarICE
polarICE brings power, data, TUF5A & AV
connectivity to the desktop in a sleek ice
cool package. With a unique range of
options as to appearance and fitting

Pulse
Compact and stylish desk-top unit providing
flexible modular power and data distribution;
ideal for office desks and screens. PULSE
‘floats’ above the desk

Pluto
Pluto satisfies a demand for power and data
connectivity, in informal spaces, in a way
that no other module has done before.
Perfectly suited to breakout areas, smaller
meeting rooms and coffee tables.
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